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Dear BASC community,
This year has no doubt been full of hardships and unprecedented
struggles, but together we managed to overcome these adverse difficulties. Our strength lies in our community as we come together this Durga
Pujo to celebrate Ma Durga. The pandemic has been difficult for us all
without question. Whether it was the shift from in-person school to distance learning or the numerous government mandates. Seeing friends
and family became a thing of the past as we yielded to the pandemic.
Let us now come together this Durga Pujo and celebrate what we could
not last year.

Subho Sharodiyo,
Riya Banerjee

Our Dear Community Members,
Subho Bijaya! Since our last Ankur publication, the world as we
knew looks a bit different. It felt like living in the history of epidemics like
the Spanish Flu, Cholera, or Malaria. With the advent of medicine, we
took our freedom for granted and socializing with hundreds of families
to celebrate our cultural heritage was just a mere habit. However,
Covid-19 reminded us the importance of ecological balance, misinformation, political bias, and most importantly our vulnerabilities.

Thanks to science, we now have vaccines that paved the way for this
year’s Pujo. We missed last year’s Ankur, but we’re very happy to be a
part of Ankur 2021. Being a part of the vibrant community with talented
individuals, Ankur serves as the platform to bring the kids together. This
auspicious occasion binds us to our cultural heritage and finds a common ground to love and celebrate. As we pray, we seek to find hope.
Ma Durga symbolizes the strength, bravery, and humanity we seek to
find in ourselves. Let us turn the warmth of the flames during Anjali into a
warmth in our souls opening ourselves to the possibilities of the future.
We would like to thank our wonderful 2021 Ankur team for their
hard work. Our special thanks to our mentor, Apurba Tribedi, for his
guidance and support to Ankur magazine. We thank everyone who
submits their work to this magazine for making it extraordinary and everyone who reads this magazine for making it meaningful. Ankur is a symbol of how BASC brings Bengali culture to the new generations and creates a community. We are forever indebted to this cultural community
for the lifelong lessons it has taught us and for the family it has been.
Our Sincerest Regards,
- The Editors’ Desk

EDITORIAL: The age of blue-light lanterns
Aritro Tribedi
Life and learning during COVID has often felt like an exercise in futility. I
still remember sophomore year, when we suddenly had “two weeks” of online
school out of an abundance of caution. Then it became three weeks. Then
four. Our last several weeks of sophomore year became quite different from
what we had imagined. Instead of socializing and living the typical life of a
high schooler, we lived online. My laptop became my best friend, a blue-lightwindow leading into a virtual classroom with countless other people peering in.
The problem with this was the fact that there is only so much we can do to foster interpersonal rapport and camaraderie when we can only see each other
through windows. I watched helplessly as the friendships I had forged with people in my chemistry class faded into vague acquaintances. The everyday Discord calls and chats with friends slowly became more of a habit, which slowly
died too.
With summer came hope. Hope that things would begin to change for
the better. Though school was undoubtedly not as high-stress as it would have
been in-person, we all craved the ability to see our friends and be in a real
classroom again. Everyone did their part. We quarantined, we wore our masks,
and we made sure not to go to any social gatherings. And yet, we were forced
to watch as the world slowly descended into chaos. The end result, of course,
being a full summer of quarantine and a full school year online. Our hope was
slowly and painfully crushed.

If my laptop was my best friend before, it had become an extension of
my body at this point. I woke up, attended my first classes of the day barely
awake and attempted to keep my eyes trained on my teachers’ shared
screens. I would leave my last class of the day just to open a new tab in
chrome to start my homework. The blue-light-window became something
much more. I had no control over what direction the world was going in, constantly in the dark and hoping to find some glimpse of light at an undefined
end to a tunnel whose existence I wasn’t entirely sure of. My laptop was my
lantern in that darkness, illuminating that darkness ever-so-slightly.
Even today, I am always near my laptop. Constantly using it for homework and classwork alike will certainly have that effect. We have a constant
supply of face-masks that we put on before going out as naturally as we might
put on our socks. And yet, our hope that had been squashed has been reborn.
Right now it is but a cinder: a tentative desire, a distant hope. But I wholeheartedly believe that our cinder of hope can be ignited and turned into a
flame. A flame to light a torch to illuminate the world once again. And with a
little luck, this torch won’t be one that uses a blue light.

EDITORIAL: Resilience
Anya Pramanick
Covid taught us all “Life doesn’t get easier or more forgiving, we get stronger
and more resilient.”
We have been practicing for months. It was the pre concert day. We were suddenly told that our school was closing down indefinitely to flatten the curve.
That afternoon was the beginning of many more surprises and disappointments
and exuberances.
We were faced with changes that most of us haven’t seen in our lifetimes.
Overnight my schedule changed from the rush of getting ready for school everyday, to attending virtual classes in my pajamas. My life’s thrills transformed
from getting to meet my friends being the best part of the day to eating my
morning breakfast while attending virtual class. FaceTime replaced our face to
face interactions. As teachers continued to do their best, somewhere down the
line we started lagging behind on learning, both academically and in our so-

cial-emotional progress. Khan Academy became our new best friend. Textbooks and self learning became the new mantra. But the toll on our socialemotional progress took some more time to heal.
We missed a lot. We missed the crucial time when we had begun to form our
identities, we were learning rapidly and were building some lifetime friendships.
But I used this time to do newer things and accomplish goals I hadn’t had the
time to do while I was in full time school. I taught myself new ways to manage
my time. I taught myself how to stay connected with friends even without being
able to meet them every day. I had more time now to pursue my passions, to
pursue new hobbies, to read more, and to volunteer more vigorously.

I took full advantage of access to many free ebooks and magazines, virtual visits to museums and historic sites.
We learnt a lot during the pandemic. This pandemic reminded us that one can
avoid a virus, by maintaining proper hygiene. Masks have become a fixture in
our everyday wardrobe. Vaccines are powerful tools. Though we have the right
to decide what’s best for us, none of us should forget that every right comes
with responsibility. We are responsible not only for our own protection, but also
for our loved ones and everyone else. We also learnt that we need to take as
much care of our mental health as we take care of our physical health.
We are extremely resilient. We have an effective reservoir inherent in all
of us to deal with crisis. We now feel more than ever that the spiritual connection and the support of the community is essential for our survival. Last year, we
celebrated Durga Puja virtually to keep our community safe. Aided by our personal ashtra ‘Covid Vaccine’, we now feel confident to welcome Maa Durga
with open hands and open hearts. We will mask up, sanitize and do our part to
make this Durga Pujo a memorable one for us and everyone around us. May
the divine blessings of Maa Durga be with us. Here’s wishing everyone a blissful
Durga Pujo.

Ganesha in My Eyes
Anya Pramanick
Age: 14

IGOR
Aritro Tribedi, Age: 16

Durga Puja
Lineysha Paul
Age: 11

Give Poem
Nayan Reddy, Age: 9

Give me a Rainbow in the dark sky;
Give me an emperor butterfly;
Give me the bravery of a bear;
Give me some nice crisp spring morning air;
Give me peace and no war;
Give me nice warm water from the seashore;
Give me a nice hot day in July;
And give me white doves in the sky
Ma Durga
Jiya Narang
Age: 8

Sunset
Elina Paul
Age: 8

Choi Yeonjun, TXT, Puma era
Ishani Basu
Age: 13

Colorful Face
Ishani Basu
Age: 13

Edgar Allen Poe Wannabe
Ishani Basu
Age: 13
Humans are like cherry trees,
Sometimes graceful and mellow,
Like the prunus gently waltzing with the September wind,
Other times crackly and agrestal,
Resembling the cerasus battling the gale for dominance as he
tugs its chains of flowers through an unforgiving skein.
Just like the cerasus they are unique as well,
Some short, some tall,
Some smart, some artistic,
Some quick-witted;
In companionship to the cherry tree’s dark bark, colorful blossoms, and graceful posture.
The populace likes the company of other people,
And draws on them to survive,
Knowing that surrounding themselves with mimeo will never let
them grow.
As the prunus sprouts flowerets when the spring-tide arrives,
So do they, blossoming as they pour through tomes and gaze at
dew on morning grass.
Through their knowledge they sprout fruit,
Tiny burgeons of accomplishments that decorate the entire tree.
They are everlasting,
Small pieces of themselves forever remaining in flowers pressed
in books
and words carved into wood and iron,
Tales of them and their storybooks incessantly enduring.
And at the end of their journeys they are beautiful and withered
and old;
As short-lived as autumn’s final breath on the horizon,
Peaceful, soft, and mourning,
before they are submerged into darkness.

Peach Trees
Ruby Mukhophadhyay
Age: 7

Apple Blossoms
Ruby Mukhophadhyay
Age: 7

Ganesh
Natasha Dutt Reddy
Age: 6

I’m From...
Anika Guha
Age: 12

I’m from the loud neighborhoods
of clicks and clacks of bikes and boards,
crisp sound of the rubber wheels dragging across the concrete,
as kids scream and shout with their arms up high,
breathing fast and rough as their little hearts race.
I’m from the scorching hot weather,
where slight cool breeze
slithers down the spine once in a while.
With each step,
the cool starts to fade.
Looking up at the bright sky,
blinding you, as you wait
only wishing for rain.
I’m from the beautiful sunsets.
As birds fly like waving kites,
the fast winds bring the ocean up to the shore.
As people dip their sandy feet gently into the water,
the sun, looking like an egg yolk,
slowly sets as the moon takes its place.
I’m from the loud and noisy traffic jams,
jamming miles of street,
taking your shoes off in a fast pace,
tossing them on the floor,
putting your feet up on your seat,
preparing for hours of wait,
seeing how stressed everyone is.
I’m from the grainy graffiti on fences and walls.
As it slowly drips down all the way to the bottom,
people stop by and admire the murals made,
taking photographs of the whole piece.
As years fly by and you grow older,
you wish you could’ve really savored these moments,
appreciating it more.
I’m from So-Cal.

My Plan for Durga Puja This Year
Idhant Paul
Age: 9

Durga Puja is a time when everyone comes together as a family and friends to spend time with
everyone else and have lots of fun and eat yummy food. 2020 was a sad year because we couldn’t get to celebrate Durga Puja. In that period of
time, the covid pandemic was spreading and a lot
of people were losing their lives across the world.
This year, I am hoping we will have a safe Durga
Puja. For letting that happen, we will wear masks
and stay 2 to 3 feet apart so that we will stay safe
and everyone will have a nice time enjoying Durga Puja. So for this year, My plan is to make
some new friends and try some new food out.
This year, I am also doing a dance at BASC Durga Puja for the first time and I am also going to
act in a dance drama. I am a little nervous
though, but I will still manage. This year, Our Durga Puja At BASC will be celebrated on October
15th to October 18th in Monrovia High School.
My family and I are looking forward to having a lot
of fun and making memories for a lifetime.

Durga Puja Pandal
Avanti Gupta
Age: 15

Art Project
Roma Burman
Age: 14

Ganesh
Vikramjit Basu
Age: 10

Bijoya
Rhishi Mookherjee
Age: 7

Ganesh Thakur
Disha Mookherjee
Age: 7

Freedom
Idhant Paul
Age: 9

Our Heroes
Idhant Paul
Age: 9

Preston Playz
Sauhardya Chakraborty
Age: 10

Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose
Srinjoy Maji
Age: 12

Garfield !!!
Sauhardya Chakraborty
Age: 10

Jingle Bell
Srinjoy Maji
Age: 12

Winter Birds
Srinjoy Maji
Age: 12

Enlightenment
Aritro Tribedi, Age: 16

